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Who We Are
Who We Are 
Westchester Publishing Services has been the preferred editorial services 
and composition provider for many of the most recognized book and journal 
publishers since 1969. 

We are the largest U.S. owned and managed company dedicated solely  
to editorial, composition, and digital conversion services. With our  
headquarters, domestic editorial, and customer service functions in  
Danbury, CT, and wholly owned subsidiary editorial and composition  
facilities in New Delhi, and Chennai, India, Westchester offers the benefits 
of a U.S. managed global organization. 

Westchester’s primary services – U.S. managed and India Direct Full Service 
editorial & composition, and Composition-Only production are structured to 
deliver reliable, quality, flexible, on-time services, and affordable scalability 
for your specific publication objectives. We have nearly 400 employees and 
access to hundreds of expert freelancers to ensure our clients are provided 
with a full range of offerings. 

We launched Westchester K-12 Publishing Services based in Dayton, OH, to 
address the specific content development and production requirements of 
the K-12 educational publishing market. This division is led by Kevin Gray and 
Marie Brown, who along with their subject expert teams, bring decades of  
experience to serve the unique needs of the K-12 market.

In 2014, Westchester converted to a 100% U.S. employee-owned company 
via an ESOP, ensuring the long-term continuation of our U.S. ownership  
and management, while facilitating significant investments in our people, 
technology, and services.

Who We Work With
Many of our newer clients are established publishers who outgrew their 
internal capacity for pre-press production, or were exploring alternatives to 
costly in-house services like copyediting, project management, typesetting, 
and eBook conversions.

Other clients had long ago outsourced these services to third-party  
vendors and freelancers for segments of their list, but were experiencing 
quality problems and other challenges. After seeing how Westchester was 
able to provide an affordable, high-quality solution, they have since become 
loyal clients.

Still other clients tried using vendors or freelancers, but found managing 
these resources to be a full-time job which eroded the benefits of scalability. 
Using our reliable project management resources, clients can confidently 
assign projects to Westchester, allowing them to concentrate on additional 
growth initiatives. 

Experience the Difference

Specialized Capabilities 
Trade Fiction and Non-Fiction
Juvenile Titles
Academic and Scholarly Books
White Papers
Scholarly Journals
4 Color Publications
XML and ePub Assets
K-12 Content Development and 
    Production Services
Author Liaison

Representative Clients 
ABC-CLIO
American Society for Microbiology
Bloomsbury
Brookings Institution Press
Columbia University Press
Cornell University Press
Duke University Press
Fordham University Press
Harvard University Press
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
Johns Hopkins University Press
LongLeaf
Macmillan
Mary Ann Liebert, Inc.
The MIT Press
Twelve Tables Press
W.W. Norton

“Westchester Publishing Services has 
been our trusted and largely exclusive 
partner for over 10 years. Westchester 
never fails to meet a deadline or  
project requirement. We highly  
recommend Westchester Publishing  
Services for your composition and  
digital conversion projects.”
-Macmillan
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Our Product Offerings
How we can help 
Westchester has 5 Major Product Lines

Domestic Full Service
• Project Management by an experienced U.S. Production Editor
• Copyediting, Proofreading, Indexing, and more
• Composition services provided by offshore staff
• Digital Assets

Domestic Composition and Digital Conversion
• U.S. Customer Service acts as your main point of contact
• Composition services provided by offshore staff
• Pre-Edit Microsoft® Word Styling, XML Services
• Customized Digital Assets

India Direct Full Service
• Project Management by an experienced offshore Project Manager
• Copyediting, Proofreading, Indexing, and more – U.S. and offshore

options available
• Composition services provided by offshore staff
• Digital assets

India Direct Composition
• Assigned Customer Service staff from our India office act as your

main point of contact
• Composition services provided by offshore staff
• Emergency Escalation to the U.S. available for all projects
• Pre-Edit Microsoft® Word Styling, XML Services, Customized

Digital Assets

K-12 Publishing Services
• Project Pre-Planning
• Project Management
• Content Development
• Art and Design
• Production Services

Additional offerings available from Westchester Publishing Services include:  
LaTeX composition services, journal and white paper services, design  
services, and our Client Portal - a secure interface providing transparency 
and organization to your projects in production. 
Learn how your fellow publishers are trimming their costs and condensing 
their schedules by using Westchester Publishing Services.

Westchester’s Workflow 
Options Ensure Your 
Titles are Completed On 
Time and Within Budget

Visit our website to download  
a copy of our Workflow Charts

www.westchesterpublishingservices.com

“Westchester Publishing Services  
provides as much expertise, energy  
and passion as any staff I’ve worked  
with in my 25 plus years in publishing. 
They keep me updated daily as needed, 
even weekends when matters are  
urgent, working with my various  
printers, and distributors as needed. 
Always professional, always thoughtful, 
looking for ways to improve and support 
each project” 
-Steve Errick, Publisher
Twelve Tables Press

WPS
Workflow

Output Format

Pagination

Data Conversion

Optional: WPS Pre-Edit Stage

Client Supplied Files
Word Styles, XML-tagged, HTML-tagged, and more.

Westchester can ingest tagged files or apply a pre-edit
as per below.

Westchester Publishing Services has its own standardized 
markup language and tag set

1. Add new Paragraph and Character styles, if needed
2. Run WPS Scripts and validate files, to ensure 

no incompatible styles have been introduced
3. Convert to tagged text files (xtags)

1. Paginate
2. Maintain WPS Paragraph and Character styles

throughout passes
3. Update and edit styles as needed
4. Validate before exporting to digital formats

We work with each client to define the 
appropriate assets for standard bundles, as well as 
any project-specific requirements. Deliverables can 

include, but are not limited to: 

• PDF (Print)
• PDF (Interactive)
• ePub2 / ePub3
• mobi for Kindle

• KF8 and Fixed Layout ePubs
• Additional eBook customizations
• XML including BITS, JATS, DocBook, 
       TEI, and customized DTDs for
       client and commercial platforms

1. MS received
2. Cleanup scripts run
3. Paragraph and Character styles applied
4. Files validated
5. Validated files returned to you
6. Files returned to WPS when title ready for composition


